Jeep wrangler haynes repair manual

Modern vehicles need much less maintenance than the vehicles of 25 years ago, but they still
need fluid changes, inspections, and adjustments. What follows is our quick reference guide for
the modern Jeep Wrangler YJ , TJ , and JK with various gasoline 4 cylinder, 6 cylinder and V6
engines, taken directly from Haynes manual 5 Most of these recommended routine maintenance
tasks you can do yourself at home for practically no money, as long as you have a few simple
tools and the time to invest. If you need more guidance, or even step by step instructions and a
video demonstration, get the online manual , or our traditional printed manual. The following
intervals are based on the assumption that you will be doing the service work yourself, as
opposed to paying to have the work done. Because frequent maintenance enhances the
efficiency, performance and resale value of your Jeep, we encourage you to follow our
schedule. If you drive in dusty areas, tow a trailer, idle or drive at low speeds for extended
periods, or drive for short periods less than four miles at a time in below freezing temperatures,
even smaller intervals are recommended. In many cases the initial maintenance check is done
by the dealer at no cost check with the service department when you buy the truck for more
information. Severe conditions include the following:. Go to front page. Search results Search
Haynes. Year Year Make Make. Model Model. Add as necessary to bring to appropriate level.
Maintenance Schedule The following intervals are based on the assumption that you will be
doing the service work yourself, as opposed to paying to have the work done. In heavy city
traffic where the outside temperature is regularly above degrees F degrees C In hilly or
mountainous terrain Frequent trailer towing Frequent off road use. Recommended for you. How
to clean salt and grime off the car after winter. How much money can I get for my dead car? Car
shop vs DIY: how much can Haynes save you? Chevrolet Cruze maintenance videos added to
the Haynes YouTube channel! April 1, The best car videos on YouTube from Haynes. March 26,
How to check your speedometer for accuracy. March 16, March 5, Brake caliper mounting
bracket bolts and later. They feature everything you love about our books in an instantly
accessible digital online form, that you can use via any device with an internet connection. This
page is taken directly from our online manual covering all Jeep Wrangler models with 4
cylinder, V6, and inline 6 cylinder engines. The chassis should be inspected and lubricated
every 12 months or 7, miles, every 6 months of you do a lot of off-road driving. Proper
application of grease and other lubricants will help avoid having to replace more expensive
parts, or breaking down on the trail. After use, clean it thoroughly! Look under the vehicle for
grease fittings or plugs on the steering, suspension, and driveline components. They are
normally found on the balljoints, tie-rod ends and universal joints. If there are plugs, remove
them and buy grease fittings, which will thread into the component. A dealer or auto parts store
will be able to supply the correct fittings. Straight, as well as angled, fittings are available. For
easier access under the vehicle, raise it with a jack and place jackstands under the frame. Make
sure it is safely supported by the stands. If the wheels are to be removed at this interval for tire
rotation or brake inspection, loosen the lug nuts slightly while the vehicle is still on the ground.
Before beginning, force a little grease out of the nozzle to remove any dirt from the end of the
gun. Wipe the nozzle clean with a rag. With the grease gun and plenty of clean rags, crawl under
the vehicle and begin lubricating the components. Wipe the balljoint grease fitting nipple clean
and push the nozzle firmly over it. Squeeze the trigger on the grease gun to force grease into
the component. The balljoints should be lubricated until the rubber seal is firm to the touch. Do
not pump too much grease into the fittings as it could rupture the seal. For all other suspension
and steering components, continue pumping grease into the fitting until it oozes out of the joint
between the two components see illustration. If it escapes around the grease gun nozzle, the
nipple is clogged or the nozzle is not completely seated on the fitting. Resecure the gun nozzle
to the fitting and try again. If necessary, replace the fitting with a new one. Illustration Go to
front page. Search results Search Haynes. Year Year Make Make. Model Model. Chassis
lubrication Refer to "Recommended lubricants and fluids" at the front of this Chapter 1 of your
Haynes manual to obtain the proper recomended grease and lubricants. You will also need a
grease gun see illustration. Occasionally plugs will be installed by the factory rather than
grease fittings. If so, grease fittings will have to be purchased and installed. Wipe the excess
grease from the components and the grease fitting. Repeat the procedure for the remaining
fittings. Lubricate the transfer case shift mechanism contact surfaces with clean engine oil.
Lubricate the driveshaft slip joint by pumping grease into the fitting until it can be seen coming
out of the slip joint seal see illustration. Lubricate conventional universal joints until grease can
be seen coming out of the contact points see illustration. While you are under the vehicle, clean
and lubricate the parking brake cable along with the cable guides and levers. This can be done
by smearing some chassis grease onto the cable and its related parts with your fingers. The
manual steering gear seldom requires the addition of lubricant, but if there is obvious leakage
of grease at the seals, remove the plug or cover and check the lubricant level. If the level is low,

add the specified lubricant. Lubricate the contact points on the steering knuckle and adjustment
bolt. Open the hood and smear a little chassis grease on the hood latch mechanism. Have an
assistant pull the hood release lever from inside the vehicle as you lubricate the cable at the
latch. Lubricate all the hinges door, hood, etc. The key lock cylinders can be lubricated with
spray-on graphite or silicone lubricant, which is available at auto parts stores. Lubricate the
door weatherstripping with silicone spray. This will reduce chafing and retard wear. Haynes
Nuggets. Recommended for you. Chevrolet Cruze maintenance videos added to the Haynes
YouTube channel! April 1, The best car videos on YouTube from Haynes. March 26, How to
check your speedometer for accuracy. March 16, March 5, Jeep Wrangler , repair manual, wiring
diagrams, maintenance manual free download! See also: Jeep Factory Service Manual. The new
Jeep Wrangler repair manuals in English will successfully fill in one of the few, but obvious,
lacunae in the rich Russian market for auto literature. In this manual, attention is paid to the
specified models of 2WD and 4WD cars, equipped with gasoline engines of 2. Jeep Wrangler
data was released from to The proposed Jeep Wrangler factory service manual will be of
interest to both car owners Jeep Wrangler, who want to thoroughly learn their vehicles and
operate it correctly, and car service technicians and service stations, who often had to deal with
various tasks for diagnosing and repairing cars. The Jeep Wrangler repair guide includes all the
most requested information, which is supported by numerous photographs, so that it becomes
much more pleasant and easier to perform practical tasks, even to a novice master or novice
car enthusiast, not to mention experienced craftsmen. In addition, a large number of
photographs and clear explanations of them will help to understand any topic, even to someone
who knows English at the most basic level. The Jeep Wrangler repair manual discusses all the
components of the car in their relationship, indicates their functions, technical data and talks
about the methods of managing them. Detailed instruction manual Jeep Wrangler will help the
driver to get answers to all questions related to the operation of the machine and the full use of
technology. There is also a Jeep Wrangler maintenance chapter in the manual, so that your car
is always ready to leave the place on any journey. Each quality manual, like this one, does not
overlook the electronics of the machine described, so it has all the Jeep Wrangler wiring
diagrams. And, of course, the technical reference book is needed where diagnostics and car
repairs begin, especially in case of unforeseen breakdowns. Using this service manual, the
master or car owner can correctly and efficiently accomplish the task of identifying the cause
and type of the malfunction, as well as repair or adjust the Jeep Wrangler using ordinary tools,
even in the open air. All content on the site Carmanualsclub. The site administration does not
bear any responsibility for illegal actions, and any damage incurred by the copyright holders.
Your email address will not be published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for
the next time I comment. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data
is processed. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly.
This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of
the website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be
particularly necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect user
personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary
cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your
website. Jeep Wrangler. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published.
This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but
you can opt-out if you wish. Accept Reject Read More. Close Privacy Overview This website
uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these,
the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential
for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help
us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your
browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But
opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience. Necessary
Necessary. Non-necessary Non-necessary. Jeep Wrangler Workshop Manual. Jeep Wrangler
Repair Manual. Jeep Wrangler Service Manual. Please try later if you cannot find what you are
looking for. Founded in , Jeep is headquartered in Ohio and sells its vehicles worldwide. The
company specialises in sport utility vehicles and is a brand wholly owned by a subsidiary of
Fiat Chrysler Automobiles. Off road driving remains one of Jeep's focal points, and the
Wrangler is one of the few remaining four-wheel-drive vehicles with a solid front and the rear
axle. Amongst the most popular models available are the Cherokee, Comanche and the
Wrangler. The Wrangler comes in various models, including two-door and four-door versions,
as well as a mid-size military sports utility version. Many of our Jeep repair manuals are
available to buy in print or digital formats, and provide you with everything you need to know
about handling your own DIY repairs, routine repairs and full-scale servicing. Go to front page.

Jeep Founded in , Jeep is headquartered in Ohio and sells its vehicles worldwide. Find your
vehicle by registration Start a new search. Search by date range and model. Filter your results
by entering your Year, Make, Model to ensure you find the parts that fit your vehicle. A repair
manual is a useful tool when maintaining your car. Repair manuals index information like
descriptions, diagrams, and service and part replacement intervals. At O'Reilly Auto Parts, we
carry repair manuals for most makes and models. Make sure your repairs are by the book and
right for your vehicle with a repair manual for your car, truck or SUV. Available in print and
some digital formats. Skip to content. Filter By. Car Select A Vehicle. Search With Vehicle. Show
More Show Less. Compare Compare. Representative Image. Car Check Vehicle Fit. Media:
Paper. Type: Total Car Care Manual. Application: Chevrolet Pickups. Application: Acura
Coupes, Sedans. Application: Acura TL. Application: Audi A4. Application: BMW 3 Series.
Application: Chevrolet Full-size Trucks. Application: Full-size GM Vans. Application: Chevrolet
HHR. Application: Pontiac G6. Application: Chevrolet Nova, Prizm. Application: Dodge Colt,
Vista. Application: Honda Civic, Del Sol. Application: Jeep Grand Cherokee. Application: Ford
Escort, Tracer. Application: Ford Explorer, Mercury Mountaineer. Load More.

